List of User Roles and Privileges

At some point you may want to change the role of a user that you added to your course manually. The following describes the different course roles available for manually enrolled users.

1. **Instructor** (or **Leader**): Has complete access to the course or organization and its features and functions.
2. **Teaching Assistant** (or **Assistant**): Also has access to all of the organization or course and its features and functions, including the Grade Center. The only feature an Assistant cannot use is the “Recycle” function (deletes all content in the course).
3. **Librarian**: Has access to the Grade Center, can post content & create assessments, but cannot delete content.
4. **Organization** or **Course Builder**: Able to post and delete content, create, deploy, and remove assessments, set up blogs and wikis, etc. but cannot access the Grade Center.
5. **Student** or **Participant**: Cannot add content or assessments or access Grade Center, but can view content and submit assessments, as well as participate in wikis, blogs and discussions, as allowed by relevant roles described above.